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Abstract

Background: Postural control has been associated with the functional impairment in persons with multiple sclerosis (pwMS). However, there is a

need for reliable methods to assess postural control in early stages of the disease, when subtle changes can be difficult to detect. The aims of this

study were to assess the absolute and relative reliability of a standing and a sitting posturographic protocol in minimally (Expanded Disability

Status Scale � 2) and moderately (2.5 � Expanded Disability Status Scale � 4) impaired pwMS, and to analyze relationships among postural

control and functional mobility and gait performance.

Methods: To assess postural control in an upright stance, 14 minimally and 16 moderately impaired pwMS performed six 70 s trials in tandem stance,

3 with their weaker leg behind (TSWL) and 3 with their stronger leg behind (TSSL). Additionally, participants completed five 70 s trials using an

unstable sitting protocol (US) to assess trunk stability. The mean radial errors of TSWL, TSSL, and US trials were calculated as postural control

indexes. Furthermore, participants performed the Timed Up and Go test (TUG) and the Timed 25-foot Walk test (T25FW) to measure their functional

mobility and gait speed, respectively. Reliability was evaluated using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC3,1) and the standard error of measure-

ment (SEM). Analyses of variances were carried out to assess between-group differences. Hedges’ g index (dg) was used to estimate the effect size

of differences. Pearson correlation analyses (r) were performed to examine the relationships among the postural control and the functional tests.

Results: Posturographic tests showed a high reliability in both minimally (0.87 � ICC � 0.92; 9.32% � SEM � 11.76%) and moderately

(0.80 � ICC � 0.92; 10.33% � SEM � 15.33%) impaired pwMS. Similarly, T25FW and TUG displayed a high consistency in minimally

(0.89 � ICC � 0.94; 3.43% � SEM � 5.17%) and moderately (0.85 � ICC � 0.93; 5.57% � SEM � 6.56%) impaired individuals. Minimally

impaired pwMS showed a better performance on the TUG, T25FW, and TSWL than moderately impaired individuals (p < 0.05; dg � 0.8). The

TSWL, TSSL, and US variables correlated with TUG scores (0.419 � r � 0.604; p < 0.05), but TSWL also correlated with T25FW scores

(r = 0.53; p < 0.01). Furthermore, US scores correlated with both tandem stance parameters (TSWL: r = 0.54, p < 0.01; TSSL: r = 0.43, p < 0.05).

Conclusion: Tandem and sitting posturographic tests provide reliable measures of postural control in pwMS, even in individuals with a homogeneous dis-

ease profile. Gait speed, functional mobility, and weaker leg status seem decisive in assessing the degree of physical activity limitation in pwMS. Finally,

although trunk stability does not seem to be so affected by the course of the disease, it remains relevant for postural control and functional capacity.

Keywords: Balance; Consistency of the assessment; Core stability; Functional mobility
1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune-mediated neurode-

generative disease that affects the central nervous system,

which frequently results in postural control impairments.1
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These impairments are an important concern for persons with

MS (pwMS), because they have a severe impact on their abil-

ity to perform mobility-related activities during their daily

life2,3 (e.g., manual activities while standing, rising from a

chair, walking, and turning), which in turn may increase the

probability of suffering a fall.4,5 A precise postural control

evaluation in pwMS is needed for a better understanding of its

impact on functional parameters and also to facilitate an early
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Table 1

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants stratified accord-

ing to their EDSS (mean § SD).

EDSS � 2 (n = 14) 2.5 � EDSS � 4 (n = 16) p

Women/men 11/3 14/2

EDSS 1.32 § 0.69 3.13 § 0.59 <0.001

Age (year) 38.64§ 7.66 46.25§ 8.86 <0.001

Height (m) 1.65 § 0.09 1.63 § 0.06 0.24

Body mass (kg) 68.25§ 9.20 59.92§ 6.51 <0.01

Abbreviation: EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale.
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detection of balance deficits, which may help to implement

more aggressive therapeutic interventions.

Posturography is considered an objective and accurate tech-

nique to assess postural control because it discriminates

between pwMS and matched healthy individuals;6�13 more

important, it reveals subtle postural control decreases in

pwMS that would usually be untraceable using common clini-

cal scales.8,9,11,14,15 Some reliability studies have shown that

posturographic protocols have good relative consistency

(intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC): 0.62�0.93), allowing

a proper classification of pwMS according to their postural

control level.7,16,17 However, the samples of pwMS in these

studies were very heterogeneous (as participants showed a

broad range of Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)

scores) that, owing to ICC sensitivity to sample heterogene-

ity,18 could have artificially increased the relative reliability of

these protocols and thus facilitated the classification of the

patients. Moreover, to the authors’ best knowledge, there are

no studies that have assessed the absolute reliability of the pos-

turographic protocols (i.e., trial-to-trial variation); therefore,

their ability to discriminate between clinically relevant

changes in postural control (caused by the disease progression)

and normal day-to-day variability remains unknown. There-

fore, future studies should analyze the absolute and relative

reliability of posturographic protocols in pwMS, especially in

patients with similar EDSS scores.

Most posturographic protocols used in this population mea-

sure the stability of the whole body in upright stance;15 how-

ever, posturography has been scarcely used to assess the

extent to which trunk control is impaired in pwMS. Because of

the upper body’s large mass and height above the ground,19

the control of this structure is an important factor for balance,

especially in challenging conditions, such as when the support

surface is narrow or the individual is exposed to sudden and

forceful perturbations.20,21 Moreover, it has been proven that

trunk stability is a main element of gait and functional mobil-

ity in patients with different neurologic disorders (such as

cerebral palsy,22,23 stroke,24,25 and Parkinson’s disease26).

However, to the authors’ best knowledge, only 2 studies have

used posturography in a sitting position to assess trunk pos-

tural control in pwMS.27,28 In comparison with the upright

stance protocols, these posturographic tests decrease the influ-

ence of the lower limbs on task performance, while they

increase the role of the upper body in postural control.

Although several studies have shown the reliability of these

sitting protocols in other populations,19,29�32 only 1 study has

analyzed the reliability of an unstable sitting test in pwMS.28

This study showed the relative reliability of the protocol, but

the absolute reliability was not analyzed. Thus, new, reliable

posturographic protocols should be developed to assess trunk

postural control in pwMS, especially considering that none of

the posturographic studies performed in a sitting position were

carried out on ambulatory pwMS27,28 and, consequently, the

role of trunk control on balance and gait in these less impaired

MS individuals remains unclear. A correlation analysis

between trunk control and functional performance in this pop-

ulation would help to determine how much emphasis should
be placed on improving the control of the core structures dur-

ing rehabilitation or training programs.

Based on these limitations, the main objective of this study

was to assess the absolute and relative reliability of a standing

(tandem stance (TS) balance test) and a sitting (unstable sit-

ting (US) balance test) posturographic protocol in minimally

and moderately impaired pwMS. The second aim was to ana-

lyze the potential relationship between standing and sitting

postural control parameters on functional mobility and gait

performance in pwMS, assessed by two of the most common

clinical tests used in this population: the Timed Up and Go

Test (TUG)33 and the Timed 25-foot Walk Test (T25FW),34

respectively.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Thirty pwMS (Table 1) were recruited from regional patient

associations based on the following inclusion criteria: (1) med-

ical diagnosis of MS, (2) relapse-free in the previous 90 days

before the tests, (3) an EDSS of �4, and (4) the ability to stand

in a tandem position and walk without an assistive an device.

Additionally, participants were excluded if they needed an

orthosis for stance control of the foot, ankle, and/or knee. After

their recruitment, participants were stratified according to their

EDSS score as minimally (EDSS of �2) or moderately (2.5 �
EDSS � 4) impaired pwMS. Experimental procedures were in

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were

approved by the Miguel Hernández University of Elche Office

of Research Ethics (DPS.RRV.05.15). All participants pro-

vided informed written consent before their participation.

Demographic and clinical descriptive data were derived from

medical records (Table 1).
2.2. Experimental procedures

Participants completed 2 assessment sessions separated by

15 days in a biomechanics laboratory with quiet and highly

illuminated conditions and a temperature ranging between

�25˚C and 20˚C. To decrease fatigue effect on postural con-

trol and clinical tests, all participants were instructed to refrain

from doing exercise 48 h before testing.

During the testing sessions, participants first performed the

protocols to evaluate postural control in TS and sitting posi-

tion. Second, they carried out the TUG and T25FW to assess

the functional mobility and gait performance, respectively.
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2.2.1. TS balance test

To assess the participants’ ability to control their body in an

upright stance, they performed the TS. A similar test has previ-

ously been proven as a valid and reliable measure to detect

balance deficits in people with vestibular disorders.35 In this

study, the TS consisted of an anterior�posterior movement

task while standing in the tandem position on a force-platform

(9286AA; Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland), sampling at

1000 Hz. During this test, feedback related to the center of

pressure (CoP) displacement was provided to the participants

in real time (Fig. 1). In addition, a target point was shown to

the participants to assess their ability to adjust their CoP posi-

tion to that point, which moved repeatedly over an anteri-

or�posterior trajectory, taking 20 s to complete a cycle (0.05

Hz). The displacement amplitude of the target point corre-

sponded with an inclination angle of the whole-body center of

mass of 2˚. The body center of mass was established as 55%

of body height.36 The initial position of the target point was

readjusted before each trial by averaging the CoP position dur-

ing a 6-s static data collection without visual feedback. Partici-

pants performed 6 trials of 70 s with 1-min rest between trials,

3 trials with their right leg placed behind their left leg and vice

versa. The leg order was randomized between subjects. No

familiarization trials were carried out to homogenize practice

time between participants.

2.2.2. US balance test

Participants performed a sitting balance test29,37 on an

unstable seat placed on the force platform (sampling at 1000

Hz) to assess trunk postural control (Fig. 2). A similar protocol

has previously been used to identify trunk control deficits in

people suffering from Parkinson’s disease38 but, to the

authors’ knowledge, no study has explored the reliability of

unstable sitting balance tests in people with degenerative
Fig. 1. Lateral (A) and back view (B) of an individual performing the tandem stanc

red dot, target point).
neurologic diseases. In this study, the unstable seat was a

wooden chair with a polyester-resin hemisphere (diameter = 35

cm; height = 12 cm) attached to its bottom. Participants were

placed in the unstable seat with their arms crossed over their

chest and their lower limbs strapped to the seat (90˚ knee flex-

ion). Similar to the TS, the feedback of the CoP and target

point displacements was provided to the participants in real

time (Fig. 2). They were requested to adjust their CoP to the

target point, which moved repeatedly over a circular trajec-

tory, taking 20 s to complete a cycle (0.05 Hz). The displace-

ment amplitude of the target point corresponded with the

upper-body center of mass inclination angle of 4˚. The upper

body center of mass was calculated as 62.6% of the distance

between the greater trochanter and the acromioclavicular

joint.36 The target point position was readjusted before each

trial by averaging the CoP position during a 6-s static data col-

lection without visual feedback. Participants performed 5 trials

of 70s with 1-min rest between trials. No familiarization trials

were carried out to homogenize practice time between partici-

pants. All participants were able to maintain the sitting posi-

tion without grasping a support rail placed around them to

prevent participants from falling.

2.2.3. Functional mobility and gait speed

Participants carried out the TUG33 and T25FW34 to obtain

clinical scores of their functional mobility and gait speed,

respectively. Both tests have previously shown concurrent and

predictor validity,33,39,40 and high test�retest reliability39,40 in

pwMS. The TUG consisted of standing up from a chair, mov-

ing forward 3 m, turning around a cone, and sitting back down

on the chair as fast as possible. Similarly, the T25FW con-

sisted of covering a distance of 25 feet (7.62 m) in the shortest

time possible. In both tests, the time (in seconds) was recorded

using a digital chronometer (HS-30W-N1V; CASIO, Tokyo,
e balance test with visual feedback in real time (yellow dot, center of pressure;



Fig. 2. Lateral (A) and back view (B) of an individual performing the unstable sitting balance test with visual feedback in real time (yellow dot, center of pressure;

red dot, target point).
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Japan). Unlike previous versions of these protocols, partici-

pants were asked to perform the tests as quickly as they could,

allowing them to run if they were able to, because greater neu-

romuscular efforts tend to decrease outcome variability (aiding

in the improvement of test reliability).29 Participants carried

out 3 consecutive repetitions of the TUG and the T25FW with

1-min rests between trials.

2.3. Data reduction

For the TS and US, the CoP signal was low-pass filtered

(4th order, 0 phase-lag, Butterworth, 5 Hz cutoff frequency)41

and subsampled at 20 Hz.42 The first 10 s of each 70 trial were

discarded to avoid nonstationarity related to the beginning of

the trial.19 To quantify postural control performance while

standing and sitting, the mean radial error was calculated as

the average of the CoP vector distance magnitude (in milli-

meters) from the target point.43 For the posturographic and

clinical tests, the average of the 2 best trials was used for sub-

sequent statistical analyses.

Finally, taking into account that weaker leg muscle strength

influences walking performance in moderately impaired pwMS

(2.5 � EDSS � 4) more than the stronger leg muscle strength,44

TS outcomes were categorized as TS performance with the

stronger leg placed behind the weaker leg (TSSL) or with the

weaker leg placed behind the stronger leg (TSWL). The scores

obtained by each participant in the TS during the first testing

session were used to establish which leg was considered the

stronger leg and which the weaker leg. Specifically, the stronger

leg was defined as the leg placed behind in the TS trials in

which the participant obtained her or his best scores. Con-

versely, the weaker leg was defined as the leg placed behind in

the TS trials in which the worst scores were obtained.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics (mean § SD) were calculated for all

variables and groups (minimally and moderately impaired

pwMS) in both sessions. The normality of the data was exam-

ined using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test. To analyze

the intersession absolute reliability of each test, the standard
error of measurement (SEM) was calculated45 as the standard

deviation of the difference between Trials 1 and 2 divided by

x2.46 This SEM method was selected to avoid the influence

of sample heterogeneity and to decrease the effect of system-

atic error (e.g., learning effect).47 SEM values were expressed

as a percentage of the mean score, which facilitates the extrap-

olation of the results to other individuals and the reliability

comparisons with other protocols.47 Although SEM is task

dependent,45 SEM values of <20% were considered accept-

able for posturographic parameters.48 The relative reliability

of the different measures was analyzed using the ICC3,1, calcu-

lating 90% confidence limits. The ICC values were catego-

rized as follows: excellent (0.90�1.00), high (0.70�0.89),

moderate (0.50�0.69), and low (<0.50).49 Reliability analyses

were carried out using a spreadsheet designed by Hopkins.50

One-way repeated-measures analyses of variance

(ANOVA) were performed to assess the repetition effect, with

session being the within-subject factor (Session 1, Session 2).

Additionally, one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were per-

formed to assess TS balance differences between the stronger

and the weaker legs in each group. Moreover, one-way inde-

pendent-measures ANOVAs were performed to assess

between-group differences for all variables, with group being

the between-subject factor (EDSS �2, 2.5 � EDSS � 4).

Hedges’ g index (dg) was used to estimate the effect size of

within and between-group differences.51 This index is based

on Cohen’s d index, but it provides an effect size estimation,

decreasing the bias caused by small samples (n < 20). Effect

sizes were interpreted as trivial (dg < 0.2), small (0.2 � dg <

0.5), moderate (0.5 � dg < 0.8), and large (dg � 0.8).52

Finally, the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used to ana-

lyze the relationship among measurements in the whole sam-

ple. To decrease the potential influence of learning effect on

the results, ANOVA and correlational analyses were per-

formed using the participants’ scores obtained in the second

session. ANOVAs and correlational analyses were performed

using SPSS (Version 22.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA),

establishing significance at p = 0.05.

Before performing the ANOVAs and correlational analy-

ses, the sampling software package G*Power 3.153 was used
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to calculate the minimum sample size needed to detect signifi-

cant results. A sample size of 10 participants per group was

found to be necessary to detect subtle within-group differences

(dg = 0.3) caused by learning in the test�retest reliability anal-

ysis (r = 0.6; power = 80%; a = 0.05). For between-group com-

parisons, a sample size of 12 participants per group was

needed to detect moderate differences between minimally and

moderately impaired pwMS (dg = 0.6; power = 80%; a = 0.05).

3. Results

As Table 2 shows, all the parameters assessed in this

study showed high to excellent relative reliability (ICC �
0.80) and good absolute reliability (postural control tests,

SEM � 15.33%; clinical tests, SEM � 6.56%) in both mini-

mally and moderately impaired pwMS. Nevertheless, it

should be noted that moderately impaired pwMS showed

worse SEM values for TS and TUG scores (TSWL: 12.84%;

TSSL: 15.33%; TUG: 6.56%) than minimally impaired

pwMS (TSWL: 11.76%; TSSL: 9.32%; TUG: 3.43%).

Regarding ANOVA results, TSWL and US showed a signifi-

cant decrease (i.e., higher postural control) from Session

1 to Session 2 in both MS groups, but the effect sizes were

small (TSWL: 0.37 � dg � 0.43; US: 0.42 � dg � 0.44).

Concerning TS balance performance, although significant

differences (p < 0.05; dg = 0.40) between TSWL and TSSL in

the 1st session were observed, they were not maintained

(p = NS) in the 2nd session.

Concerning the between-group comparison (Table 3), the

minimally impaired pwMS group showed better performance in

TUG, T25FW, and TSWL than the moderately impaired pwMS

group (p < 0.05; �1.00 � dg � �0.85). Nevertheless, no statis-

tical differences were found for TSSL and US variables.

As shown in Table 4, except for the US, all parameters sig-

nificantly correlated with EDSS scores significantly, mainly

the TUG scores, which showed the highest correlation
Table 2

Reliability scores for the different parameters obtained from the posturographic and

4; n = 16) impaired pwMS.

Task Session 1a Session 2a F p

Minimally impaired pwMS

TSWL 10.80§ 3.51 9.20 § 2.98 11.15 0.005

TSSL 9.25 § 2.36 9.18 § 2.66 0.05 0.826

US 11.46§ 4.00 9.66 § 4.00 14.33 0.002

TUG 5.29 § 0.63 5.25 § 0.68 0.28 0.608

T25FW 2.83 § 0.41 2.82 § 0.42 0.01 0.830

Moderately impaired pwMS

TSWL 13.97§ 3.57 12.57§ 4.50 4.84 0.044

TSSL 13.10§ 3.09 11.67§ 5.08 4.06 0.062

US 13.48§ 5.02 11.13§ 4.00 22.90 0.000

TUG 5.90 § 0.95 6.11 § 0.94 2.36 0.145

T25FW 3.37 § 0.66 3.42 § 0.70 0.52 0.483

Notes: Repeated measures analysis of variance. a Data are presented as mean § SD; b

Abbreviations: CL = confidence limit; dg = effect size; EDSS = Expanded Disabilit

multiple sclerosis; SD = standard deviation; TSSL = tandem stance balance test wit

weaker leg behind (mm);TUG = timed up and go test (s); T25FW= timed 25 foot-w
(r = 0.69; p < 0.01). Standing and sitting postural control

parameters showed significant correlations with TUG scores

(0.42 � r � 0.60; p < 0.05); nonetheless, only TSWL corre-

lated with T25FW scores (r = 0.53; p < 0.01). Although the

US correlated with both TS parameters, the correlation was

higher for TSWL (r = 0.54; p < 0.01) than for TSSL (r = 0.43;

p < 0.05).
4. Discussion

The absolute and relative reliability of the TS and US were

analyzed to provide clinicians and researchers with useful pos-

turographic protocols to detect clinically relevant changes in

postural control caused by the MS progression, as well as to be

able to classify minimally and moderately impaired pwMS

based on their postural control impairment. In addition, the

potential influence of postural control parameters on func-

tional mobility (TUG) and gait performance (T25FW) were

assessed.

4.1. Reliability of posturographic and clinical tests

Both posturographic tests showed high to excellent relative

and absolute reliability in both groups, namely, minimally and

moderately (Table 2) impaired pwMS. Our ICC results support

previous findings that showed a high relative reliability of pos-

turographic tests performed in standing7,16,17 and in sitting

positions.28 In addition, our results confirmed that posturogra-

phy is a consistent tool for classifying individuals with MS

according to their postural control, even in homogeneous MS

samples. Regarding absolute reliability, SEM values obtained

in TS and US (�15.33%) were lower than the reference value

of 20%.48 Consequently, these tests provide reliable parame-

ters to identify subtle changes in postural control produced by

the disease progression (variations of >1 and 2 mm in mini-

mally and moderately impaired pwMS, respectively; see
clinical tests in minimally (EDSS � 2; n = 14) and moderately (2.5 � EDSS �

dg SEM ICC3,1
c

Unitsb Percentagec

0.43 1.27 11.76 (8.97�17.47) 0.87 (0.70�0.95)

0.03 0.86 9.32 (7.10�13.84) 0.90 (0.76�0.96)

0.42 1.26 10.98 (8.37�16.31) 0.92 (0.80�0.97)

0.06 0.18 3.43 (2.62�5.10) 0.94 (0.84�0.97)

0.02 0.15 5.17 (3.94�7.68) 0.89 (0.74�0.96)

0.37 1.79 12.84 (9.94�18.45) 0.83 (0.63�0.92)

0.44 2.01 15.33 (11.88�22.03) 0.80 (0.57�0.91)

0.44 1.39 10.33 (8.00�14.85) 0.92 (0.81�0.97)

�0.21 0.39 6.56 (5.08�9.42) 0.85 (0.68�0.94)

�0.07 0.19 5.57 (4.31�8.00) 0.93 (0.85�0.97)

Data are presented as the mean value; c Data are presented as mean (90%CL).

y Status Scale; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; pwMS = persons with

h the stronger leg behind (mm); TSWL = tandem stance balance test with the

alk test (s); US = unstable sitting balance test (mm).



Table 3

Comparison of postural control parameters and functional scores between min-

imally (EDSS � 2) and moderately (2.5 � EDSS � 4) impaired pwMS (mean

§ SD).

Test Minimally impaired

(n = 14)

Moderately impaired

(n = 16)

F p dg

TSWL 9.20 § 2.98 12.57§ 4.50 5.66 0.024 �0.85

TSSL 9.18 § 2.66 11.67§ 5.08 2.70 0.111 �0.59

US 9.66 § 4.00 11.13§ 4.00 1.00 0.326 �0.36

TUG 5.25 § 0.68 6.11 § 0.94 7.97 0.009 �1.00

T25FW 2.82 § 0.42 3.42 § 0.70 7.99 0.009 �0.99

Note: Analyses of variance were performed using the participants’ scores

obtained in the second session.

Abbreviations: dg = effect size; EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale;

pwMS = persons with multiple sclerosis; SD = standard deviation; TSSL = tan-

dem stance balance test with the stronger leg behind (mm); TSWL = tandem

stance balance test with the weaker leg behind (mm); TUG = Timed Up and

Go Test (s); T25FW = Timed 25-Foot Walk Test (s); US = unstable sitting bal-

ance test (mm).
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Table 2). Based on these results, posturographic protocols may

play an important role in quantifying postural control deterio-

ration and in verifying treatment effectiveness, especially in

minimally impaired pwMS, who in our study showed lower

session-to-session balance variability. Interestingly, these dif-

ferences between MS groups confirm that patients’ postural

control shows higher between-day variations as the disease

progresses.8,54 Moreover, based on ANOVA results (Table 2),

only TSWL and US scores decreased significantly between ses-

sions, suggesting that those parameters are largely susceptible

to improvement owing to learning; thus, a familiarization

period seems to be necessary to decrease the learning effect.32

Regarding clinical tests, the current results (0.85 � ICC �
0.94) support previous studies that have shown that T25FW and

TUG have an excellent ability to classify pwMS according to their

gait speed and functional mobility,39,55�57 but the ICC results

obtained in our study were obtained with a more homo-

geneous sample. In addition, the SEM scores (3.43% � SEM �
6.56%) were lower than those obtained in previous

work,39,55�57 perhaps because participants were asked to
Table 4

Pearson correlations between EDSS scores, postural control parameters, and

functional scores in pwMS.

EDSS TSWL TSSL US TUG T25FW

EDSS — 0.574** 0.527** 0.354 0.691** 0.606**

TSWL — 0.862** 0.540** 0.604** 0.534**

TSSL — 0.433* 0.511** 0.361

US — 0.419* 0.240

TUG —� 0.849**

T25FW —

*p< 0.05; **p < 0.01.

Note: Correlational analyses were performed using the participants’ scores

obtained in the second session.

Abbreviations: EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; pwMS = persons

with multiple sclerosis; TSSL= tandem stance balance test with the stronger leg

behind (mm); TSWL= tandem stance balance test with the weaker leg behind

(mm); TUG = Timed Up and Go Test (s); T25FW= Timed 25-Foot Walk Test

(s); US = unstable sitting balance test (mm).
accomplish the clinical tests as fast as they could, even

allowing them to run, which could decrease the within-sub-

ject variability. According to our data (Table 2), time

decreases of >0.2 s for T25FW and >0.4 s for TUG should

not be attributed to normal day-to-day variability in individ-

uals with an EDSS of �4.
4.2. Between-group differences and correlations

Regarding between-group differences, only the TSWL,

TUG, and T25FW were able to discriminate between mini-

mally and moderately impaired pwMS (p < 0.05; 0.85 � dg �
1.00). The relevance of these protocols for the assessment of

the degree of disability caused by MS disease progression in

early disease stages was confirmed by the correlational analy-

sis, which showed that the TUG, T25FW, and TSWL reached

the highest correlations with EDSS scores (Table 4). In addi-

tion, although no significant differences were observed

between TSSL and TSWL, the correlations found between the

TSWL and both clinical tests support previous findings on

lower limb strength,44,58,59 which highlighted that the degree

of impairment of the weaker leg seems to be more relevant

for walking and functional mobility than the impairment of

the stronger leg. However, this is a cross-sectional survey, and

longitudinal studies should assess the extent to which all the

analyzed parameters are affected by MS disease progression.

The correlational analysis showed a significant relationship

between US and both tandem conditions (US�TSWL: r = 0.54,

p < 0.01; US�TSSL: r = 0.43, p < 0.05), which supports the

influence of trunk stability on standing postural control. In

addition, US positively correlated with functional mobility

(US�TUG: r = 0.42, p < 0.05), but it did not correlate with

gait speed (US�T25FW: r = 0.24, p > 0.05). The authors

believe that the lack of correlation between trunk control and

T25FW could be related to the relatively low balance demands

of walking (in a straight line) for our sample of patients with

MS (EDSS � 4). Nevertheless, balance demands were higher

during the TUG (i.e., standing with a small base of support,

rising, turning) and consequently trunk control could play a

more important role in the performance of this test.60 These

results support a pilot study conducted by Freeman et al.61 that

analyzed the effects of a trunk stability training program on

functional mobility and gait performance in pwMS. However,

they do not fully agree with the results obtained by Fox

et al.,62 who did not observe positive effects of a trunk stability

exercise program either on gait speed or on functional mobil-

ity. Although further research is needed to properly describe

the relationship between trunk postural control and functional

capabilities in pwMS, our results and those obtained in other

populations with balance deficits (e.g., stroke),63 suggest that

trunk stability should be evaluated in clinical settings to obtain

a more comprehensive knowledge of the postural control sta-

tus of each patient with MS. This information may also be use-

ful to individualize training programs that help to improve

balance and performance during daily life activities in which

pwMS are at risk of suffering a fall.
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Finally, it must be pointed out that this study has some limi-

tations that must be considered before applying its results to

clinical settings. For instance, the sample was small, which

limits the generalizability of these results. In addition, our bal-

ance assessment using a biofeedback in real time of the CoP

displacement did not provide an ecological measure of pwMS

postural control. Nevertheless, the authors considered these

protocols valuable because (1) they improved the reliability of

CoP parameters reducing the nonstationary behavior of CoP

displacement,29,64 and (2) they facilitated the development of

more challenging and easy-to-quantify tests, in which postural

control could be evaluated in dynamic conditions. Last, the

dynamic tasks performed in the posturographic tests may be

too difficult for patients with an EDSS of >4 to perform. Con-

sequently, it would be necessary to modify these protocols

using easier tasks for those individuals with severe forms of

MS.
5. Conclusion

The results of this study provide clinicians and researchers

with 2 posturographic tests to perform reliable measures of

postural control in pwMS with a homogeneous disease profile,

even in minimally impaired individuals (i.e., EDSS � 2). In

addition, this study supports the consistency of T25FW and

TUG for quantifying gait speed and functional mobility,

respectively, even in early stages of the disease.

Based on the comparison between minimally and moder-

ately impaired pwMS and correlational analysis, the

impairment of functional mobility, gait performance, and

weaker leg condition are relevant symptoms to evaluate the

physical activity limitation caused by the disease progression.

Trunk stability, although it does not seem so affected by the

course of the disease, remains relevant for postural control and

functional capacity.
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